
PATRACHAR VIDYALAYA 

BL BLOCK SHALIMAR BAGH: DELHI-88 

www.patracharvidyalaya@gmail.com 
Ref. PV/2020-21/239 Dated 14.09.2020 

NOTICE 

BECT SCHEDULE FOR DIsTRIBUTION OF CBSE COMPARTMENT ADMIT CARD FOR CLASS X ,2020 

All the directly admitted students of Patrachar Vidyalaya Class X are 

c ect their Compartment CBSE admit cards from Patrachar Vidyalaya, BL Block 

shalimar Bagh Delhi w.e.f 17.09.2020 to 18.09.2020 ( 10.00 a.m. to 04.00 p.m.). All the Concerned 

Parents and students are requested to follow the directions issued by CBSE enclaosed herewith this 

Notice. 

1.Students are directed to bringa copy of Patrachar Vidyalaya identity Card 

uaents are directed to verify all particulars mentioned on admit cards carefully. Corrections, if any, 
be brought to the notice of the concerned incharge immediately. No request for any correction will be 

entertained later on. 

Encl As Above 
(HARMESH KUMAR) 

Principal ( PV) 

1. S.O.(1.T) with the request to upload on the website of DoE ( Patrachar Vidyalaya lcon) 



T 

CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION AUOnomous Organisation under the Ministry of Human Resource Development, aovu o u 

No.CBSE/CE/SPS/2020 12.09.2020 

Dear Parent, 

t ust be aware that CBSE is holding Compartment Examinations-2020 from 
September, 2020 to 30th September. 2020, This is being conducted during Covid-19 
Pauldemc but Board has made elaborate arrangements for the safe conduct oOr 

examinations at all the examinations centres by thoroughly implementing health 
8uraelines, prepared on the basis of instructions issued by the Government of India. 

YOur active support is solicited for safe conduct of exams, also to ensure that the 
measures taken by the CBSE are fool proof. CBSE has mentioned the instructions on the 
Date Sheet, Admit Card and also communicated through a letter to the students. 
iowever, your assistance is absolutely necessary to assist CBSE in holding safe 
examination by ensuring the following: -

1. Your ward carries pocket hand sanitizer in a transparent bottle, hand gloves, transparent drinking water bottle and only other permissible stationary it 
2. You ward cover nose and mouth with face mask. 
3. Guide your ward to follow social distancing norms strictly. 4. Instruct your ward not to exchange or loan articles in examination room, follow all 

instructions displayed in examination centre and communicated to them, to avoid 
contact with unknown persons, throw used tissue/ face mask into closed bins 
immediately after use. 
Guide your ward for safe mode of transportation for going to the examination centre 

5. 
and returning back to the home. 

You should be confident that your ward is not infected or having symptoms of Covid-19. In case, your ward is not feeling well, you should consult the doctor and act 

6. 

as per advice. 

I am confident that as a concerned and aware parent you will take necessary steps to help the CBSE in conducting examinations safely. 

I wish your ward all the best for the examinations. 

Faithfully yours 

O 
(Dr. Sanyam Bhardwaj) 

Controller of Examinations 



CENTRAL BOARD OF SECONDARY EDUCATION (An Autonomous Organisation under the Ministry of Human Resource Development, GovL O ndla) 

No.CBSE/CE/SPS/2020 12.09.2020 

Dear Candidate, 

Ou are aware that CBSE is holding Compartment Examinations-2020 from 44 
September, 2020 to 30th September, 2020. These exams are being conducted 

d would be conducted only for 8 days. As per policy of the Board, Class-X 

dLaents have to appear in the examinations only in 1 or 2 subjects and Class-All 

uents only in 1 subject. Meaning thereby, a student has to appear maximum tor 2 aays 
in the examinations. 

Board has made elaborate arrangements for the safe conduct of examinations at all 

tne examnations centres by implementing health guidelines prepared based on the 

instructions issued by the Government of India. 

To ensure that these examinations are conducted safely ensuring the health and well- 

being of yourself and other candidates, you are permitted to carry following items: 

You will carry pocket hand sanitizer (50ml.) in transparent bottle. 
You will cover your face with 

Hand gloves only on hands 
Transparent water bottle for personal use 

Admit Card, School Identity Card 
2. You will cover your nose and mouth with mask. 

3. You will follow social distancing norms strictly. 
4. You will carry your own drinking water. 

5. You will not exchange or loan articles inside examination room. 

6. You will use safe mode of transportation for coming to the examination centfe and 

returning back to home. 

7. You will follow all instructions displayed in examination centre and communicated to 

3. 

you. 

8. You should try to avoid contact with unknown persons. 

9. You will throw used tissue/ face mask, if any, into closed bins immediately after use. 
10. You will maintain good hygiene in toilets during and after use. 
11. You should not touch eyes, nose or mouth with unwashed hands 
12. You will not shake hands or hug at any cost while greeting.
13. You refrain yourselves from spitting in public places.
14. You should be confident that you are not infected or having symptoms of Covid. 
15. You will seek advice on COVID-19 from your parents while coming leaving for 

examination. 

CBSE is fully confident that you will abide by the instructions issued by CBSE and help 
in holding safe examinations. 

I wish you a Good Luck for your examinations and Good Health.

ithfully urs 


